1936 chevy suburban
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to you by ClassicCars. The Chevrolet Suburban has been around longer than any other SUV ,
but when the first models were introduced to the world, the term SUV had not yet come into
existence. From the time of its inception and presentation to the public in , the Suburban has
undergone a metamorphoses, and it has earned the distinction of being the longest running
production vehicle, without interruption, or the need to replace the model with a successor. It
has stood alone as an icon from the automaker and is worthy of a closer look at its history and
impressive evolution. The original version came out in and the body was set upon a half ton
truck frame with mostly wood construction. The vehicle had the capacity to hold eight
passengers and was designed for use in the Civilian Conservation Corps and National Guard.
This model was produced but just over one year. After the first production year we already
begin to see the evolution of the Suburban within the second year of its creation. Instead of the
wood construction, sheet metal was used for the body, but the original design from the version
held. Convenient side hinged rear panel doors or the option of a rear tailgate and lift window
were the innovations that made it possible to access the rear cargo area. From through , the
Chevrolet Carryall Suburban was produced in a two door wagon style that became the official
first generation of the vehicle produced for sale to the public. The majority of the seats were
designed to be removable so the vehicle could be used to transport passengers, or used as a
cargo van for hauling goods. The first generation Suburbans were powered by an inline six
cylinder motor that generated 60 horsepower. By , the Chevrolet Carryall Suburban was given a
slight face lift with enhancements to the styling and a more streamlined body. The six cylinder
engine jumped in power output from 60 to 79 horse power. We see a few more variations come
out between and with noticeable changes in the body styling for aesthetics, but the basic shape
and features of the vehicles remained the same with two doors for passenger and driver access
and the rear opening for the cargo space. It was during this era that the War caused a marked
decrease in the production of automobiles in favor of producing war machines. A new four door
model is introduced during this time period and the Suburban is a favorite with the military
because of its capacity to carry multiple passengers, cargo, or a combination of both. There
were two new distinctions made in variants of the Suburban during this time. It gave consumers
and the military a few choices in design. The designation featured rear panel doors with an
alternate version called thee which offered tailgates versus the panel doors. The Suburban got a
few more upgrades during this time with a cubic inch 6 cylinder engine for the Chevy version
with GMC taking it a step further with a cubic inch 6 cylinder engine. By this time in the
evolution of the automaker itself, new Chevy trucks were in full production and some of the
design elements were borrowed for the third generation of Suburbans. We see an enlargement
of the grill and the designers took it in a horizontal direction. The engine used to power these
popular work vehicles was the Stovebolt OHV 16 3. The horse power output of the inline six

maxed out at 90 hp that pushed lb ft of torque. A split bench seat in the front and two seats on
the drivers side with a single passenger seat on the side had the capacity to slide forward to get
to the rear passenger seats in the second and third rows. The Fourth Generation of the
Suburban was equipped with a cubic inch V8 4. The fourth generation models were available in
3 speed manual, 4 speed manual and 4 speed Hydra-matic automatic transmissions. The
wheelbase was inches. The biggest style and design changes were introduced in with a flatter
hood, flush to the body front fenders and a trapezoid grill. The transmissions were offered in a
3-speed synchromesh manual or a 4-speed synchromesh, Powerglide. Stylistically, the fifth
generation Suburbans took their inspiration from the design of the s models of Chevrolet cars
with large oval ports above the grills. The model sported a new front independent suspension
with a wrap around windshield and the same choice off panel door or tailgate rear openings. A
more conservative hood styling emerged in , and the door glass became larger and the
windshield flatter in The body style of the sixth generation in North American featured a 3 door
wagon with a 5 door option in Brazil. These vehicles were offered in rear wheel drive and four
wheel drive options with a range of engine choices including:. The available transmission
options were a choice of 3-speed manual, 4-speed manual or Powerglide, Turbo-Hydramatic.
The wheelbase was lengthened to inches with a total vehicle length of The model would be the
last to sport a Cc10 and C20 panel truck model that was popular for use in commercial
endeavors. Disc brakes came out in the models on the front wheels and the models were the
last in which the coil spring rear suspension on the 2 wheel drive models would be used. The
sixth generation of Chevy Suburbans became recognized ass an ideal recreational vehicle. We
see several changes take place within the seventh generation of the Chevy Suburban.
Consumers had their choice of Diesel engines in the form of a 5. The gasoline engine choices
were 5. Transmissions were either a 3-speed manual,4-speed manual,3-speed automatic or a
4-speed automatic. The wheelbase grew a few more inches to Nine passenger configurations
were made available and with new health issues arising, the automaker made certain to remove
all asbestos from the rear brakes. Thee new grille was introduced in , giving it a more modern
aesthetic. The s saw the Chuck Jordan designs with the 4 door body style SUV in four wheel
drive or rear wheel drive. The engine choices were a 6. The 4 speed automatic transmission was
popular during this era with the option for a more heavy duty variation in the 4L80 4 speed
automatic that was in the series. Manual transmission options from the previous generation
were no longer available and we also saw the wheelbase extend to The addition of live axle and
leaf springs in the rear was a new feature of this generation with various aesthetic changes and
creature comforts made within the interior. From forward, each year would see new changes
and revisions as technology became more innovative. Engine 5. Pushbutton 4 wheel drive with
low range transfer case emerged during this generation with the option off a tow hitch with
trailer wiring plug. The spare tire was moved to the underside of the vehicle, freeing more cargo
space. LS and LT models offered puddle lamps within the exterior mirrors. A new instrument
panel with a driver message center, electronic climate control on the LT models and four wheel
disc brakes were offered. The ninth generation was more modernized with power windows, front
seats, heated rear view mirrors and the base models were no longer produced ass the LS and
LT stepped up to the plate. The tenth generation featured a 5 door SUV body style for greater
passenger convenience with engine offerings of a 5. Transmission options were a 4-speed
4L60E automatic only standard from â€” , 4-speed 4L80E automatic only standard only , 6-speed
6L80 automatic only optional in , standard from â€” , and a 6-speed 6L90 automatic only
standard from â€” The wheelbase held firm at inches. The styling of this generation was less
boxy and more modern in appearance with the use of aerodynamic shaping, making the angle
of the windshield steeper for the sake of aerodynamics. Modern conveniences such as two tone
interiors, GPS, DVD players, navigation systems, enhanced radio and touch screens were
added. The eleventh generation of the Chevrolet Suburban is a continuation of the tradition that
brings us to the most recent developments. The engines were upgraded to a choice off a 5. The
aesthetics are neatly in line with public expectations regarding modernity and sleekness.
Chevrolet offers multiple build your own features which began with the production of the
models and continues through the present. New designs and choices are available but the front
fascia remains distinct. Thanks to the use of new materials, the weight has been significantly
reduced for a leaner, more streamlined vehicle with extra room on the inside. New technology is
installed in each vehicle including radar detection for avoiding crashes, an anti-theft system,
and multiple sensors within the interior. With each passing year, new color options have been
made available in addition to on board navigation systems, enhanced GPS, safety systems and
infotainment. Garrett by trade is a personal finance freelance writer and journalist. With over 10
years experience he's covered businesses, CEOs, and investments. However he does like to
take on other topics involving some of his personal interests like automobiles, future
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